Grade A and Manufacturing Farms

October 2018

ILLINOIS TOTALS

568 - Grade A
55 - Manufactured
623 - Total Farms

ROCKFORD REGION

190 - Grade A
18 - Manufactured
208 - Total Farms

PEORIA REGION

43 - Grade A
13 - Manufactured
56 - Total Farms

EDWARDSVILLE REGION

158 - Grade A
5 - Manufactured
163 - Total Farms

BELLOWD REGION

0 - Grade A
0 - Manufactured
0 - Total Farms

WEST CHICAGO REGION

36 - Grade A
3 - Manufactured
39 - Total Farms

CHAMPAIGN REGION

70 - Grade A
1 - Manufactured
71 - Total Farms

MARION REGION

71 - Grade A
15 - Manufactured
86 - Total Farms

* Plants based on geographic location, not who inspects the facility
Source: Illinois Department of Public Health, Division of Food, Drugs and Dairies